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“Chance favors the prepared mind.” –L. Pasteur 
 

 

▪ Macro-Technical Trend Perspective:  Better data & fewer war drums good for equities. 
The respite from the potential US involvement in Syria may now be even more extended, or 
even permanent. That is not to say it was well-handled by the US administration. We have 
our same view as last week (during the US Open tennis tournament) of their total bungling of 
the situation, “You can NOT be Syria-ous!!” (Thank you John McEnroe.) While they will 
claim otherwise, if you make so many tactical missteps that you end up in a strategic and 
political position that is untenable, that’s not victory by anyone’s standards. Yet, Mr. Obama 
will surely claim that his threat of force was the deciding factor in forcing Syria to take up what 
at the time was a snide offer by Secretary of State Kerry. AND… you now operate under the 
auspices of Russian guidance and cooperation? Hail Vlad the Peacemaker! Really now. 

The only minor perk to come of this wholly botched situation is Mr. Obama’s indication that 
America does these things because it has the capability to stand up for ‘right’ when others 
either cannot or will not; and in that way is ‘exceptional’. So the guy who’s been in there for 
five years completely uncomfortable with America’s might and strode mightily to distance 
himself from ‘American exceptionalism’ finally gets it. It just takes a world crisis with his back 
against the wall politically, and is no other conclusion to draw. Very good; you figured it out. 

Of course, there are other factors assisting the equities and weighing on govvies at present. 
Even better data leaves the Fed with a rationale to NOT do too much tapering while the US 
Employment picture remains wobbly. Same for Signore Draghi’s upbeat expressions into no 
inflation in Europe. And while the Chinese improvement is suspect (see OECD Composite 
Leading Indicators http://bit.ly/1d2K9WX), recent data is even buoying Emerging Markets. 

And all this sentiment that the global economy is at least OK is also a major burden on 
primary government bond markets, as they are substantially shunned as a long term hold. 
Our video analysis and outlook (http://bit.ly/1eE1h79) from after yesterday’s US Close is an 
instructive follow up on the cautions we expressed in last week’s edition on the recent greater 
vulnerability of the German Bund now that ECB and European data are both more upbeat.    
The only macro influence inference and technical ‘trend deduction’ to be drawn at present is 
that equities have a distinct upward bias on good news, and vice versa for all the govvies. 
The full asset class timeline specs for the video are in the Concise Market View below. 

▪ Most Likely Critical Horizons: It’s another wild week so far, and there’s plenty left to come. 
In conjunction with the improved geopolitical situation noted above, the data has been better; 
especially out of the previously beleaguered Far East. And important aspects there follow 
tomorrow with the RBNZ Rate Decision and Statement and Australian Employment report 
that is followed by the ECB Monthly Bulletin, Euro-Zone Industrial Production, BoE's Carney, 
Fisher, Miles and McCafferty at the Inflation Report hearing, ECB's Draghi, US Initial Jobless 
Claims and a 30-year US T-bond auction. Not to be outdone, Friday brings Bank of Spain 
reports and data, Japan Industrial Production, Euro-Zone Trade Balance, UK Construction 
Output, and US PPI, Advance Retail Sales and Michigan Confidence. Quite a week.      

http://bit.ly/1d2K9WX
http://bit.ly/1eE1h79
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▪ Economic Data Highlights:  

Monday: China Trade Balance & New Yuan Loans & Money Supply & CPI & PPI, Japan GDP 
and associated figures & Trade Balance & Current Account Balance & Bank Lending & 
Consumer Confidence Index & Eco Watchers Survey: Current and Outlook, Australia Home 
Loans & Investment Lending, Euro-Zone Sentix Investor Confidence, OECD Composite Leading 
Indicators, Canada Building Permits, US Consumer Credit   

Tuesday: Japan Tertiary Industry Index, Australia Consumer Inflation Expectation & NAB 
Business Conditions and Confidence, China Industrial Production & Retail Sales, Italian GDP, 
OECD Harmonised Unemployment Rates, US NFIB Small Business Optimism & JOLTs Job 
Openings, Canada Housing Starts  

Wednesday: Japan BSI Large All Industry and Large Manufacturing & Domestic Corporate 
Goods Price Index, Australia Westpac Consumer Confidence, German CPI, UK Employment 
report and associated employee earnings figures, US MBA Mortgage Applications & Wholesale 
Inventories and Sales  

Thursday: Japan Machine Orders, Australia Employment report & Credit Card Purchases, 
Euro-Zone Industrial Production, Canada New Housing Price Index & Teranet/National Bank 
HPI, US Initial Jobless Claims & Import Price Index & Monthly Budget Statement      

Friday: Japan Industrial Production and Capacity Utilization, Italian General Government Debt, 
Euro-Zone Trade Balance, UK Construction Output, US PPI & Advance Retail Sales & Michigan 
Confidence & Business Inventories, Canada Capacity Utilization Rate   

▪ Central Banks, Finance Ministries, Political Influences & General Events:  

Monday: Japan’s  Economics Minister Amari, Italian Senate Committee Discusses whether 
Berlusconi Should be Expelled from Senate, EU Parliament Holds Plenary Session, Italy’s Letta, 
Fed's Williams   

Tuesday: Bank of Japan meeting minutes, ECB's Asmussen 

Wednesday: BOJ’s Ishida, EU’s Barroso, BoE’s Miles, ECB's Asmussen   

Thursday: Reserve Bank of New Zealand Rate Decision and Statement, Bundesbank’s 
Lautenschlaeger, ECB Monthly Bulletin, BoE's Carney & Fisher & Miles & McCafferty,  EU 
Parliament votes on Resolution on Situation in Syria & Egypt, BoE’s Sharma, ECB's Draghi, 
BoE’s Gracie, BoE’s Paisley   

Friday: Bank of Spain Publishes Banks’ ECB Borrowing Data and Q2 Public Sector Debt Data,  

Saturday: Euro Area Finance Ministers and Central Bankers hold Informal Meeting 

▪ Government Debt Auctions or Operations:  

Monday: Germany 
Tuesday: Australia TIB, UK, ESFS, US 
Wednesday: Australia, Germany, US 
Thursday: UK, US TIPS announcement, Italy, US  
Friday: Australia, ECB announces 3-yr LTRO repayment 
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 Concise Market View 

▪ The discussion of the September S&P 500 future being the key for the trend of the other 
equities was fitting once again after a time when it was obvious weak sister. The strength 
returning to US economic data in spite of key weaknesses in last Friday’s Employment  
report is a ‘Goldilocks’ environment. While other data improving beyond expectations is 
a concern, the US jobs picture remaining muddled at best gives the Fed latitude to be a 
bit circumspect in any near term QE tapering. Our guess is that of it will not need to do 
any more than cut back to $75B-$80B continued QE, and the equities are ready for that.  

Upside leader September S&P 500 future might have run into trouble as early as prominent 
gap, old upside Objective and weekly MA-9 and old May (admittedly violated once before) 
topping activity in the 1,666-1,673 area. Well, it gapped it on Tuesday instead in a real show    
of force. That leaves the entire trading range since the previous gap down on August 15th an 
‘Island’ support zone… impressive in the context of the recent Syrian military action scare.  

And unless it should find a reason to crush the support back below 1,673-69 (i.e. even below 
the last rally high into 1.667), it is much more likely going to squeeze higher. How high is that? 
Well, the weekly oscillator interim resistance comes in at 1,690, but any full extension (weekly 
MA-41plus 135-140) projects to 1,710-15. That’s right, a minor new high. The extended levels 
(i.e. up to the historic oscillator extensions seen in 1999 and earlier this year) point to potential 
to see the 1,765-70 area for the lead contract S&P 500 future if it strengthens further. And due 
to the better US data and plain old insouciance over the likelihood or fallout from any attack on 
Syria, the US is the driver once again. Part of that likely has to do with European proximity to 
any Middle East conflict escalation (good old geographic ‘haven’ effect) and part is the actual 
economics of the US being a bit more energy independent at this point. 

All of which stands in stark contrast to the primary government bond market weakness that is at 
least partially driven by a sense that yields are too low even if the global economy is just ‘OK’ 
from here. As noted previous, the Bund that held up so much better than the others on residual 
European economic concerns on the sharp mid-June post-FOMC govvies selloff is now the 
most at risk. While that might indeed just be catch up with the damage inflicted on the T-note 
and Gilt since the bad response to the June 19th FOMC announcement and press conference, it 
was still almost a certainty into late last week. How could we be so sure? It had to do with the 
heavy discount of December Bund future to lead contract September prior to expiration of the 
September contract last Friday. That implied major violation of very critical previous supports.  

All of that and more is covered in the video analysis and outlook from this morning. It is a major 
multi-asset class review, and we encourage you to review any of the markets that are important 
to you. The extensive video’s (http://bit.ly/1eE1h79) timeline is to open as usual with the S&P 
500 future and other equities (from 05:40), with the govvies analysis beginning at 07:30, and 
foreign exchange commencing at 15:35, with a shift to Asia and some cross rates at 18:45. 

All the rest of the technical trend psychology is significantly consistent with last Thursday’s most 
recent update of Current Rohr Technical Projections - Key Levels & Select Comments, 
repeated below for your convenience with no adjustments to original projections and comments. 
This is also available as usual for review via the link near the top of the right-hand column of the 
Rohr-Blog (http://bit.ly/gMYZ1p). They will be updated after the US Close today. As this will 
be the last analysis of the remaining September equities and govvies futures (with most 
expirations next week other than the already expired September Bund), we suggest anyone 
interested in keeping an eye on those September contract projections retain that analysis. 

http://bit.ly/1eE1h79
http://bit.ly/gMYZ1p
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SEP S&P 500 Future: Similar to DJIA even after expected bounce from 1,630-25 looks OK.  
Low-mid 1,650s resistance also as expected, with secondary resistance into 1,669-73.   

  RES:  1,652-56; 1,669-73; 1,680-82; 1,694-97; 1,705 

  SUPP:  1,644; 1,630-25; 1,614; 1,606-1,594/1,588 (old gaps); 1,570-65 

Government Bond Futures: Push higher on weak May data was impressive, and even 
US economic data softening supported resilient holding near top of the rally until May US 
Employment report. Subsequent Fed vacillation continues, still exacerbated by tapering 
consideration weighing on govvies along with strong European data being real problem 
in wake of today’s ECB press conference. Analysis video http://bit.ly/1aT7I6k covering 
that has the govvies view from 05:50. Basically a more broad-based Euro-zone recovery 
and strong US data has killed off any chance for a govvies resurgence for now.  

SEP T-note:  RES:  124-00; 125-00/124-24; 126-00/125-21; 126-16/-24; 127-06/-10 

  SUPP:  123-04/-16; 122-30; 122-02; 121-08/-16; 120-16/-00 

SEP UK Gilt:  RES:  109.20-108.75; 110.20-109.84; 110.56; 111.75-.30; 112.50 

  SUPP:  108; 106.50-.20; 105.00-104.60; 104.00; 103.00; 101.00-100.63 

DEC Bund:  RES:  137.00-136.70; 138.00-137.60; 138.41 (SEP low); 140.00-139.60 

  SUPP:  135.20; 134.12; 133.40; 133.00-132.94; 132.50-.25; 130.90-.60 

December 2013 Short Money Forward Futures: 

Eurodollar: RES:  99.70 (high); (all OSC) 99.75 & 99.80 

  SUPP:  99.66; 99.63; 99.60-.59 (AUG 2011 High); 99.55; 99.50-.52 

Foreign Exchange: US Dollar  

USD INDEX: It was interesting to see daily MACD DOWN reversed on the June swing 
back above .8200. And yet, as the attempt to push above the more major mid-.8400 area 
resistance stalled, it fully reversed on the renewed consideration the US was ‘easy’ in 
wake of the FOMC/Bernanke. Mid-.8200 area support violation once again leaves it even 
more critical on current bounce, as weekly MA-9 and MA-13 both right in that area. 

  RES:   .8260; .8300; .8335-55; .8450; .8516; .8625-36 

  SUPP:  .8210-25; .8150-40; .8080-50; .8015-00; .7925-15; .7840-10 

EUR/USD: Daily MACD back DOWN after 1.3150 failure, yet attempted 1.2800 DOWN 
Break below odd weekly H&S Top Neckline saw very sharp rally. EUR/USD strength is 
sign it’s better than many suspect. Drop back below 1.3350 initial sign of weakness, yet 
only to 1.3250-00 leaves it against weekly MA-9 and MA-13; mirror image of USD Index.  

  RES:  1.3200-50; 1.3360-30; 1.3416; 1.3450-1.3550; 1.3711; 1.3900 

  SUPP:  1.3150; 1.3080; 1.2950-1.3000; 1.2860; 1.2765; 1.2570-50  

GBP/USD: Serial failures below key 1.5233 and 1.5000 area looked ugly, yet recovering 
from next dip below 1.5000 area put both MACDs UP. Failure from expected test of the 
1.5700-50 area back down to 1.5500-1.5450, yet with mid 1.5300 MA & channel support.  

  RES:  1.5700 (DN Break); 1.5880-1.5900; 1.6000-1.5950; 1.6150  

  SUPP:  1.5500-1.5450; 1.5380-50; 1.5245-25; 1.5000; 1.4950-1.4885  

http://bit.ly/1aT7I6k
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Foreign Exchange: US Dollar (continued)   

USD/JPY: Even with BoJ aggressive QE acceleration, the confirmation Kuroda favors tax 
increases was likely to bolster the yen. While below 100 and 99 back in June left a 98.30 
weekly channel DOWN Break, which was Negated. Yet it has not been able to extend the 
slide below it at any point, which remains a constructive sign for a renewed push higher.  

  RES:  100.00; 101.45-25; 103.30-.80; 105.00-.50; 110.00 

  SUPP:  98.80; 97.00-96.71; 96.00; 95.00; 93.50-.00; 90.90-.30; 89.40 

AUD/USD: Bad on weekly MACD DOWN on DOWN Break below .9850-00, with .9581-37 
and .9388 major low failures. Failed .9175 Break UP out of down channel same as shallow 
H&S Bottom; extended basing resistance into .9300 area. .8867 and .8770-50 supports.  

   RES:  .9175-56 (NEG UP Break); .9275-.9307; .9388 (OCT ’11 low) 

  SUPP:  .9000; .8927; .8867; .8770-50; .8578-54; .8316; .8225; .8085-65 

Foreign Exchange: Cross Rates: Euro currency weakness back for now, yet dominant 
secular trend is continued iffy economic data weighing on Australian dollar and yen; and 
continued questions about how much worse Greater Asian/Emerging Market  economy is 
going to get on the prospect of Fed tapering. Cross rates are also impacted the European 
data turning a bit weaker than the US of late, which has implications for the euro and 
sterling crosses. However, policy-driven Japanese yen weakness still in force, and recent 
BoJ pronouncements reinforce the weak trend psychology for the Asian currencies.  

EUR/JPY: RES:  132.50-80; 134.00; 137.00; 138.50-139.14 

  SUPP:  130.80; 130.00; 127.94; 125.00-50; 124.00; 122.74-123.35 

EUR/GBP: Pound regained strong sister status since summer general basing after the 
long slide. Repeated .8800 area euro failures led to drop below .8600 as well, and that 
was critical again on failed late-August bounce. The .8400 support critical again now.  

  RES:  .8475; .8580-.8600; .8675-.8700; .8800-30; .8880; .9000; .9085 

  SUPP:  .8370-.8400; .8250-70; .8180-41; .8115; .8020-00 

EUR/AUD:  RES:  1.4450-00; 1.4580; 1.4725; 1.4927; 1.5016; 1.5100; 1.5200 

  SUPP:  1.4265; 1.4165; 1.4000-30; 1.3860-10; 1.3500; 1.3325 
 
We hope you find this helpful. 
-Rohr 
(www.rohrintl.com) 
Rohr-Blog: Extended Observations, Calendar & Events Perspective, Tech & Comments 
(http://rohrintlblog.wordpress.com/) 
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